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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Metastability-based high entropy alloy design opens a new strategic path for designing highstrength materials. However, high strength is always coupled with poor damage tolerance under
cyclic loading conditions (fatigue). To overcome this drawback, here we present grain-refined
Fe42 Mn28 Cr15 Co10 Si5 exhibiting significantly high fatigue strength as compared with leading transformation induced plasticity steels upon friction stir processing. The enhanced fatigue behavior is
attributed to the metastability-promoted γ → ε transformation that caused local variation in workhardening activity near the crack tip, and subsequent crack branching. Thus, decreased γ phase
stability assisted not only in attaining strength but also in making the alloy fatigue-resistant.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

Fatigue resistance of dual-phase TRIP Fe42 Mn28 Cr15 Co10 Si5 was evaluated. Metastability-promoted
γ → ε transformation improved fatigue life due to local enhancement in work-hardening near the
crack tip.

Introduction
Fatigue behavior of materials is influenced by microstructural, environmental, and geometrical factors. In terms
of the microstructure, superior fatigue crack resistance
can be obtained by various micromechanisms that resist
crack propagation. Hence, tuning these micromechanisms during deformation is critical to altering the
fatigue response of the material. Aligned with this,
Koyama et al. [1] attained a bone-like microstructure having nano-laminated arrangements of metastable
phases. They further claimed that a bone-like structure assisted in arresting cracks and ultimately improved
fatigue property. Formation of deformation twins or ε
martensite plates could also alter the crack growth path
during cyclic loading because of localized variation in
work hardening activity [2–4]. In this context, Cheng
et al. [2] reported that intense local plasticity arises due
CONTACT R. S. Mishra
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to transformation, which enhances work hardening; and,
consequently, uniform strain is increased significantly at
the crack tip. As a result, localized strain hardening activity forms a necking zone at the crack tip, thereby ensuring
excellent tear resistance. Earlier work on fatigue behavior of transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) steels
suggested that damage starts to accumulate only after
austenite has transformed into martensite, whereby the
void nucleation mechanism has also been affected [5].
Further, γ → ε transformation at the crack tip is beneficial in arresting crack growth owing to extreme strain
mismatch at the γ /ε interfaces, thereby causing a local
work hardening phenomenon [6–18]. Our recent work
on dual phase Fe50 Mn30 Cr10 Co10 (at. %) (DP-HEA) confirmed significant tensile property enhancement by grain
size refinement through FSP [4]. After FSP, DP-HEA
showed an average grain size of ∼ 5.2 µm and exhibited
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a yield strength (YS) of 400 MPa [4]. Further, the addition of Si in Fe42 Mn28 Cr15 Co10 Si5 (DP-5Si-HEA) altered
the γ phase stability and assisted in grain refinement
during FSP (to an average grain size of ∼ 1.97 µm from
as–cast grain average grain size of ∼ 100 µm). As a result,
YS of DP-5Si-HEA was observed to be exceptionally
high (950 MPa) with an ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
of 1.15 GPa [19]. These enhanced mechanical properties were attributed to the exceptional work hardening ability of the material through controlled transformation and twinning-assisted deformation [19]. Adaptive deformation accommodation is a result of extreme
metastability of the γ matrix attained by adding Si [19].
Hence, whether the flexible microstructural evolution
that resulted from metastability-based phase stability in
DP-5Si-HEA is beneficial for improving fatigue crack
resistance is indeed worth exploring.
Thus, the present work is focused on examining
fatigue behavior of the metastable DP-5Si-HEA under
constant stress cycles. As reported in our recent work
[19], multi-pass FSP on the same HEA system showed
very high YS and near ultrafine microstructure. Stresscontrolled, fully reversible bending fatigue tests were performed for the same processing condition. Additionally,
the effect of transformation of metastable γ matrix on
crack growth is presented with the assistance of interrupted fatigue tests.

Experimental
The DP-5Si-HEA was produced using a vacuum induction furnace backfilled with argon to 1 atm in a
cold copper crucible, with a nominal composition
of Fe42 Mn28 Cr15 Co10 Si5 (at. %). The dimensions of
the final cast material was 250 mm × 80 mm × 5 mm.
The as-cast material with 5 mm starting thickness was
severely deformed by multi-pass FSP using the parameters shown in Table 1. The processing tool had a tapered
pin with shoulder, root, and distal tip diameters of 12, 7.5,
and 6 mm, respectively. The pin length was 3.5 mm.
Back-scattered electron microscopy (BSE) and energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were carried out
using FEI Nova NanoSEM230. Grain size and distribution and phase fraction were obtained using orientation
imaging microscopy (OIM) on FEI Nova NanoSEM230,

Table 1. Processing parameters selected for FSP.
Processing parameters
Rotational Rate (RPM)
Traverse Speed (mm/min)
Plunge Depth (mm)
Tilt Angle (°)

Pass 1

Pass 2

Pass 3

650
50.8
3.85
2.0

350
50.8
3.85
2.0

250
50.8
3.85
2.0

with 20 kV accelerating voltage and 6.1 nA probe current. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed using RIGAKU X-Ray equipment, with Cu Kα
radiation operated at 40 kV and 30 mA. 1 mm thick mini
tensile samples were obtained from the nugget region
1 mm below the processed top surface. Mini tensile
and fatigue samples were machined using a computer
numerical control machine. The tensile samples with
gage length ∼ 5 mm, width ∼ 1.2 mm, and thickness
∼ 1.1 mm were tested using a computer-controlled minitensile machine at an initial strain rate of 10−3 s−1 . Fully
reversed (R = −1) bending fatigue tests were performed
with a custom-made tabletop fatigue testing machine at
20 Hz. Sample dimensions and machine details are given
in [3]. Tensile and fatigue samples were polished with SiC
papers to 1200 grit, and final polishing with 1 µm diamond suspension. Fatigue and microscopy samples were
further polished with 0.05 and 0.02 µm colloidal silica
suspensions.
Figure 1(a) shows an electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) inverse pole figure (IPF) map for the nugget
region after FSP, where a fully recrystallized microstructure with an average grain size of 1.97 ± 1.03 µm was
obtained by multi-pass FSP. Multiple passes promote not
only chemical homogeneity but also adaptive phase stability [4,19] while the consecutive decrease in tool rotation rate leads to severe refinement of grains leading to
homogenous very fine grained microstructure. Accordingly, multi-pass of DP-5 Si-HEA resulted in very fine
grained microstructure with almost ∼ 96% f.c.c. γ and
∼ 4% h.c.p. ε phases (Figure 1(b)). The phase fraction
was confirmed by XRD analysis (Figure 1(c)), and the
diffraction peaks suggested that f.c.c. γ has become the
dominant phase in the nugget region after FSP. FSP led to
a higher fraction of the f.c.c. γ phase in the microstructure of the TRIP HEA irrespective of tool rotational rates.
Phase evolution in DP-5Si-HEA is discussed in detail
in [19]. Figure 1(d) presents the distribution of grain
size in the nugget region, where a recrystallized homogeneous microstructure was observed [20]. The resultant
microstructure from FSP showed a higher work hardening rate over an extended plastic strain range due to
TRIP [4].
Tensile strength of the FSP nugget was investigated
through tensile testing, as the tensile property of an alloy
is closely related to its fatigue behavior. Figure 2(a) shows
the engineering stress–strain response for the FSPed sample. FSP resulted in the YS of ∼ 957 MPa and the UTS of
∼ 1158 MPa, with a total elongation of ∼ 15%. Enhanced
tensile strength is attributed to the resultant phase evolution in the microstructure after FSP, as well as to refinement of the grain size in the nugget region. In addition to
FSP, Si is a grain refiner due to its smallest atomic radius
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Figure 1. Initial microstructure after FSP, (a) inverse pole figure map in the multi-pass nugget region, (b) phase map in the multi-pass
nugget region with high angle grain boundaries highlighted by black lines, (c) XRD pattern at the nugget region, and (d) grain size
distribution in the nugget region.

among all other elements contained in the alloy. Dislocation storage was enhanced due to the higher grain boundary area available upon severe grain refinement in the
M-pass specimen just before yielding [4]. On the other
hand, the newly-formed (transformation during deformation) as well as pre-existing (upon FSP) harder h.c.p.
ε phases act as sites of dislocation pile-up after transformation, which consequently improved alloy work hardenability. In addition, the extremely metastable γ matrix
was key to attaining such a high work hardening ability
in DP-5Si-HEA [19]. Moreover, the work hardening rate
plot (Figure 2(b)) suggests that the newly formed ε phase
was also able to undergo twinning at later stages of deformation, and helped to obtain reasonable elongation in the
alloy even at higher YS.
In addition to tensile properties, fatigue properties
also are important to the integrity of structural materials, as most of the structural components undergo cyclic
loading while in service, and fatigue is a major cause of
failure of structural components [22]. Figure 2(c) shows
the S-N curve obtained from a fully reversible bending
fatigue test, where the DP-5Si-HEA depicted exceptional
fatigue property. Under the fully reversible cyclic stress
of ∼ 800 MPa, the material remained in the high cycle

fatigue (HCF) regime. The fatigue behavior of this alloy
is well-maintained as compared to other available HEA
fatigue results and is due mainly to rapid γ → ε transformation. The number of cycles to failure increases
with decrease in fatigue stress amplitude as expected.
Moreover, the fatigue ratio (fatigue run-out stress amplitude/UTS) is greater than 0.46 UTS, with a run-out stress
amplitude greater than 535 MPa. As compared to most
other commercially available TRIP steels [24–26], dual
phase steels and TRIP-DP steels, the fatigue run-out is
superior (Figure 2(d)).
Fractography was done to examine the fatigue failure features at the fracture surfaces for specimens tested
at different stress amplitudes (Figure 2(e1 , e2 )). Typical fatigue failure with three major stages was seen for
specimen tested at a stress level near fatigue run-out.
Referring to the fatigue crack growth theory [22], stage II
of crack propagation is associated with the crack blunting process (the Paris-law regime with lower slope of
crack growth rate change with the stress intensity) and
hence determines the life of crack growth. In the present
work, γ → ε transformation[21] within the crack tip
plastic zone triggers localized work hardening (WH)
activity which alters crack propagation drastically. Severe
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Figure 2. Tensile and fatigue behavior. (a) Engineering stress-strain curve following multi-pass FSP. (b) Work hardening rate vs. flow
stress curve, (c) S-N curve for fully reversible fatigue testing. (d) Comparison of the S-N curves for current alloy with other TRIP alloys.
Comparison of fractographs from (e1 ) a sample tested at the cyclic stress of 580 MPa after failure at 3305720 cycles, and (e2 ) a sample at
the cyclic stress of 800 MPa after failure at 19021 cycles.

crack branching near the transformed region also points
towards the crack blunting process which ultimately
delays the crack propagation. Once the fatigue crack
nucleates and grows beyond microstructurally small
crack (end of stage I), stress intensity at the crack tip start
dominating the crack growth. For a given crack length
size, the stress intensity is proportional to the nominal

applied stress, and would be higher for the 800 MPa specimen than the 580 MPa specimen. This would reduce the
time for localized work hardening activity in the 800 MPa
specimen, leading to marginal crack branching and hence
does not show typical fatigue failure morphology. Further, it is common in two phase alloys to exhibit tire track
marks at higher stress amplitude, which is observed in
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Figure 3. Microstructural characterization for interrupted fatigue test. (a) Schematic representation of scan location with respect to the
actual fatigue sample. (b) Phase map at the crack tip on the fatigue sample, (c1 –c4 ) higher magnification scan around the crack with
image quality map, IPF map, phase map, and KAM, respectively. (d) BSE image at the crack reveals the fatigue branching cracks. (e) Pattern
Region of Interest Analysis System (PRIAS) top image at the crack region reveals crack branching along the formed twin boundaries in
the h.c.p. phase.

Figure 2(e2 ). However, presence of very fine striations
indicating existence of distinct stage II due to increased
resistance to crack propagation in low stress (580 MPa)
amplitude specimen. In line with the fatigue failure theory, both stress amplitude specimens showed a typical
overload fracture morphology (Stage III), where typical
ductile failure with very fine dimples were observed.
Exploring the fatigue behavior of the material by
understanding the deformation accommodation mechanism once the crack has nucleated is important. After the
crack initiates, its propagation depends on the local hardening mechanism (such as transformation or twinning).
This localized hardening occurs within the plastic zone
near the crack tip and promotes crack branching and
delays crack growth [1]. Therefore, crack propagation is
also associated with the consumption of strain energy.
As the crack starts from one surface, bending stress
on that surface reduces, while that of the other surface
remains constant [23]. To study this in detail, the fatigue
test was interrupted after 121551 cycles, corresponding
to 680 MPa fully reversible cyclic stress amplitude. The

interrupted sample was analyzed with EBSD to quantify the phase fraction change surrounding the cracked
region. Figure 3(a) is a schematic representation of the
scan location. The phase map (Figure 3(b)) of substantial color change to red from green in the plastic
zone of the crack confirmed pronounced γ → ε transformation. Figure 3(c1 –c4 ) show a high resolution scan
around the crack, with its corresponding image quality, IPF, phase fraction, and Kernel average misorientation (KAM) maps, respectively. The transformation is
attributed to the presence of an extremely metastable
γ matrix as the starting microstructure. The increased
metastability in DP-5Si-HEA is responsible for the transformation surrounding the crack tip. Crack propagation
also involves plastic strain accommodation. KAM distribution near the crack tip and higher KAM values in
the ε phase field point to the active involvement of ε
in plastic deformation. Furthermore, the morphology of
the formed h.c.p. phase is also changing away from the
cracked surface. The h.c.p. plates formed away from the
crack appeared to be thin; whereas closer to the crack,
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Figure 4. Fatigue limit (σ a ) vs fatigue ratio plot for a variety of TRIP steels and DP-5Si-HEA.

the plates appeared to be thicker. Lastly, the thicker plates
grow to full grains near the cracked surface. This morphological evolution is also related to branching of the
cracks. These micro-cracks formed along with the major
crack shared the excess energy and delayed crack propagation (Figure 3(d)). Crack branching can be related
directly to the pronounced transformation of the γ to
the ε phase in the plastic zone that creates localized
strain mismatch and undergoes work hardening via the
dynamic Hall-Petch effect. Additionally, the formation of
deformation twins in the ε phase is another source of
energy dissipation in the plastic zone. Furthermore, the
cracks branch along with the deformation twin boundaries in the epsilon phase; and persistent slip band extrusion has been observed (Figure 3(e)). In short, improved
fatigue life is associated with localized work hardening in
the crack plastic zone via controlled transformation and
twinning effects.
Figure 4 compares fatigue limit (σ a ) and fatigue ratio
for a variety of TRIP steels studied thus far [1,15,27–31].
Figure 4 confirms that DP-5Si-HEA outperforms all
TRIP steels in terms of fatigue strength (535 MPa),
thereby showing its strong potential for use in cyclic
loading conditions. The metastable γ phase and resulting TRIP effect appear to have been crucial to attaining simultaneous improvement in both fatigue limit and
UTS (1150 MPa) of the material, and ultimately led
to a high fatigue ratio (0.46). This result is attributed
to the abundant compositional space available for dual

phase HEA. The synergistic effect of Si addition and
the severe deformation imposed during multi-pass FSP
towards grain refinement and γ phase stability [4,19,32]
helped to obtain the near ultrafine grained microstructure that ultimately improved the fatigue response of the
material.
In summary, multi-pass FSP of DP-5Si-HEA resulted
in substantial grain refinement and phase redistribution throughout the nugget, thereby significantly increasing its YS and UTS. This grain-refined HEA further
demonstrated unconventional fatigue response owing
to extreme metastability of the γ matrix. The pronounced γ → ε transformation within the crack plastic zone enhanced work hardening which reduced crack
growth and also promotes crack branching. The simultaneous improvement in fatigue limit and fatigue ratio
in comparison with TRIP steels makes DP-5Si-HEA a
strong candidate for cyclic loading applications.
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